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a b s t r a c t

It is demonstrated that very robust spectral component separation can be achieved through global least-
squares CORE data analysis of automatically or manually selected spectral regions in complex NMR spec-
tra in a high-resolution situation. This procedure (acronym RECORD) only takes a few seconds and quite
significantly improves the effective signal/noise of the experiment as compared to individual frequency
channel fitting, like in the generic HR-DOSY approach or when using basic peak height or integral fitting.
Results from RECORD processing can be further used as starting value estimates for subsequent CORE
analysis of spectral data with higher degree of spectral overlap.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spectral component separation in NMR, as based on PGSE data
[1] has in later decades become quite popular in wide application
fields. The typical purpose is either or both of (a) to maximize the
quality and precision of component self-diffusion coefficients, to be
further used for physico-chemical considerations of various kinds –
or (b) to achieve analytical-type detection or separation of the
component spectra from an unknown mixture in solution.

A number of varying strategies in this area have later been sug-
gested [2–16]. The central problem is a commonly recurring one in
chemistry and physics – to separate multi-exponential decay
curves. This task is well-known to be notoriously difficult even
for just doubly exponential experimental data at already marginal
levels of experimental statistical noise (see e.g. [17]).

For PGSE NMR experiments on multi-component systems the
situation is normally brighter, owing to the initial spectral separa-
tion through standard Fourier transformation of the raw data. For
fully separated peaks, the individual signal decay amplitudes
should become mono-exponential at constant rf pulse spacing, ide-
ally obeying the simplified Stejskal–Tanner Equation [18] (1) or
variants thereof. On high field spectrometers signal overlap could
be marginal or even absent in practice, and data evaluation may
deceptively appear easy and straightforward.

A ¼ A0 � exp½�ðDc2g2d2ðD� d=3ÞÞ� ð1Þ
ll rights reserved.
For improved analysis in an overlapping situation and better signal/
noise, the important point is to realize that ideally the spectral
bandshapes separated by initial Fourier transformation remain con-
stant in the 2nd time/gradient parameter domain of the experi-
ment. Only their amplitudes should vary, and should ideally obey
the S–T relation (1) or some appropriate variant thereof. This is
the prior knowledge-type information which constitutes the con-
straining basis for the so-called CORE global least-squares strategy
for separating PGSE component data from the 2nd time/gradient
parameter domain into the diffusion dimension [6,7].

For intrinsic numerical and experimental non-ideality reasons
listed below, brute-force CORE processing of multi-component
PGSE data to achieve objectives (a) and (b) above are likely to fail
to some extent for three or more components, however. A natural
countermeasure would then be to manually fit parts of the spectral
information separately to single or double exponential functions,
for further full spectral reassembly at a later stage.

An existing generic approach named ‘‘High-Resolution DOSY”
[4,19] is based on a strategy of related kind, i.e. typically a 8–
32 k data set is analyzed frequency for single- or double compo-
nent PGSE spectral contributions. Normally, such ‘‘H-R DOSY” is
applied without any stabilizing interrelation between nearby spec-
tral regions, like in the CORE approach. In its original implementa-
tion [4] peak maximum fitting of (filtered) spectral data is followed
by DOSY spectrum construction based on peak segmentation. Also
applied were reference deconvolution in the frequency dimension,
and corrections for non-ideal Stejskal–Tanner type dependence
(Eq. (1)) on experimentally applied PGSE pulse parameters. Some
other variants are found in the literature or in software implemen-
tations by the leading NMR instrument vendors.
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Merging CORE-type processing with the HR-DOSY-type spectral
analysis through ‘‘sequential region evaluation” introduced here
(acronym named RECORD-REgion COmponent Resolved Diffusion)
is straightforward in a high-resolution situation. One simply con-
siders each spectral peak (typically 10–100 frequency channels
wide, depending on the number of data points and spectral range)
as a common data entity. Region selection is made through some
kind of more or less sophisticated algorithm.

It turns out that a fitting procedure of this kind does becomes
very robust and reliable in high-resolution PGSE applications. Like
in standard CORE processing one also effectively increases the Sig-
nal/Noise of the experiment by a great deal, through full use of
interconnected spectral information. Of course, for less-resolved
spectral situations, the RECORD approach is less useful or inappli-
cable, and one has to revert to the original type of CORE processing.
A combination of both, i.e. a final CORE one based on initial results
from a RECORD pre-processing seems the most effective approach
in such a situation.
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Fig. 1. Overviews of the synthetic data set subjected to analysis in the pre
One should bear in mind that many additional factors may pre-
vent the accurate experimental evaluation or complete spectral
disentanglement in all PGSE applications. Reasons for systematic
experimental deviation from the S–T relation include non-constant
magnetic field gradients or rf fields across the sample, radiation
damping effects, magnetic field gradient or rf pulse imperfections,
convective flow, spectral drift, poor signal/noise, baseline distor-
tions and eddy current effects.

2. Experimental-simulations

Comments on stability of various fitting procedures [14,16],
including the original CORE strategy [6,7] have been made in the
literature in recent years. However, various implementations of
the CORE into computer code could behave differently with regard
to stability and speed, for a number of reasons. The SCORE pathway
modification [16] of the CORE fitting procedure has numerical dif-
ference in detail, although the general fitting strategy remains the
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same in principle. Also, at least two independent Matlab�-based
CORE implementations exist [20,21], that do use different minimi-
zation algorithms than the original STEPIT one. The actual number
of significant digits used in the various computer codes likely mat-
ters as well. The original CORE version and its later versions is
coded in Double Precision (Real � 8) FORTRAN, which typically uses
15 significant digits in its internal arithmetic.

These issues necessitated some additional comparative data
evaluations, with outcomes below that actually contrast earlier
conclusions and statements [14,16] about CORE-type processing,
as described below.

To allow unbiased and spectrometer-independent numerical
examination of these matters the ‘‘spectral data” in the present pa-
per are entirely synthetic and in addition only contain random
white noise.

The current version of CORE (CORE4) is switchable between the
original algorithm and the direct matrix division SCORE-type mod-
ification [16] of the inner loop in the CORE. High-quality mathe-
matical library routines are used for the SCORE matrix
operations. CORE4 includes the RECORD variant introduced in the
present paper, as well as additional options.

CORE4 and supplementary routines are available as a download
in PC versions from the Author’s web site. The simulations in the
present paper were made on a single-core 2.66 GHz DELL Dimen-
sion 8250 with 2 GB memory, using the Windows XP Service pack
3 operating system. Note that CORE4 is a standalone console-type
program and that it does not have a Windows-type graphical user
interface (GUI). A separate Matlab� installation is essential for
spectral pre-processing and graphical results display.
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Fig. 2. 1D representations of results from (a) RECORD processing (b) In
3. Spectral data set

Through a separate FORTRAN program, a series of 32 8 k proton
PGSE data was simulated, using the Stejskal–Tanner Equation (1).
The following parameters were used: magnetic field gradient
pulse separation (D) 60 ms, magnetic field gradient pulse duration
(d) 2 ms and magnetic field gradient strength (g) 0.0–3.41 T m�1, in
32 equidistant steps. These gradient settings were applied to
a composite Lorentzian bandshape spectrum of a singlet (s1), an
AB-type spectrum (AB), an ‘‘ethyl group” (ethyl), and again a
second singlet (s2). The corresponding singlet/multiplet centre
frequencies in ‘‘channel units”/self-diffusion coefficients (in units
of 10�11 m2 s�1) were set to be 1600/1.0 (s1), 2400/2.0 (AB),
4000/1.5 and 6800/1.5 (ethyl) and 5200/2.5(s2), respectively.

The bandwidths of the peaks/multiplets were made to vary by a
factor of 5, corresponding to ‘‘T2:s, in inverse frequency channel
units”, of 0.01(s1), 0.02(AB), 0.03(ethyl) and 0.05(s2), and relative
amplitudes correspondingly adjusted to create a reasonable spec-
tral intensity balance.

Finally, Gaussian noise was added to provide the resulting data
set illustrated in Fig. 1. Frequency channels where the data inten-
sity was less than 8% of that of the biggest peak in the spectrum
were subsequently ignored in the all of the data analyses described
below, leaving 475 frequency channels out of the original 8192 for
actual analysis. Depending on signal amplitude and bandwidth, the
individual peaks effectively were then defined through 10–100 fre-
quency channels.

As seen, the signal/noise for the weakest signals in the data set
at zero echo attenuation is only of the order of three, but a reliable
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analysis can still be made through the CORE and RECORD ap-
proaches, as described in the following.

4. RECORD processing and analysis

Fig. 2a illustrates the outcome of RECORD processing of the data
set illustrated in Fig. 1 (with spectral low-intensity areas ignored,
as described in the previous subsection). Iteration starting values
were arbitrarily set way off (1.0 � 10�9 m2 s�1) and reset to that
value for each frequency channel. Total simulation and disk write
time was like 5s.

Clearly, four rather distinct self-diffusion coefficients are dis-
cernible, with intensity weighted average values corresponding
to 1.00(s1), 2.00(AB), 1.50 (ethyl) and 2.50(s2), using three digit
numeric result precision. Despite the considerable spectral noise,
the RECORD analysis results are seen to be virtually identical to
the actual underlying data.

For comparison, a similar ‘‘HR-DOSY” analysis is shown in
Fig. 2b, with expanded detail in the ‘‘AB-region” in Fig. 2c. Note
the considerable fitting noise (individually 10–20% of actual data)
throughout. It is naturally less in spectral areas with high initial
intensity and higher in the spectral wings. In essence, the varying
results in the centre of the respective regions approach what would
result from routine ‘‘peak height fitting” using standard spectrom-
eter, or off-line external software.

DOSY-type displays of the RECORD processing and ‘‘HR-DOSY”
results above are seen in Fig. 3a and b. The differing relative stabil-
ity of the two approaches becomes even more obvious in such a
graphical form.

At this point some comments on the concept of ‘‘DOSY” are jus-
tified, also considering the deep and widespread confusion regard-
ing this matter in current literature. DOSY is not a ‘‘method”. It is
rather an accepted acronym for combined multi-frequency data
displays of results from PGSE or variants thereof, and is a statistical
construct. DOSY displays do not add anything, apart from a visual
results overview – that may at times be useful. Original DOSY
implementations, where interpolation between inverse Laplace
transformations for component separation for individual spectral
frequencies is made, even degrade the process of optimal data
evaluation severely.

The link between the data in Fig. 2a and b and the 2D-visualiza-
tion in Fig. 3a and b is nothing else than a simple numerical
transformation, combined with a user-added arbitrary or estimated
a b

Fig. 3. 2D representations (‘‘DOSY-type PGSE results displays”, albeit with interchanged
RECORD processing (b) Individual frequency channel ‘‘HR-DOSY” processing. In these ma
introduced in the diffusion dimension. That is more than the actual statistical error dis
results spread in (b).
error-limit mimicking bandshape (normally Gaussian) in the
diffusion dimension. Apart from this, there is a 1:1 correspon-
dence between the data in Fig. 2a and b and those in 3a and b,
respectively. Such data transformation requires less than 10 lines
of computer code (see e.g. the Manual supplied with the CORE4
distribution).
5. CORE processing and analysis

The same data were then subjected to a full CORE analysis for
four components, either by the original double least-squares pro-
cedure and through the SCORE modified one.

The same data selection as in the RECORD and ‘‘HR-DOSY” pro-
cessing was applied, i.e. 475 out of the 8192 frequencies of the data
set in Fig. 1 were actually considered. Two comparative runs were
made – one with self-diffusion coefficient starting estimates that
were approximately in the right region (i.e. 5.0, 2.0, 6.0 and
1.5 � 10�11 m2 s�1), and one with starting values from the RECORD
analysis above (i.e. matching the correct values already). The re-
sults are summarized in Table 1.

It may appear surprising at first sight that the fits in the
Table are nowhere near the quality of the RECORD or HR-DOSY
runs above. There is a considerable difference numerically between
one-exponential and freely interrelated multi-exponential optimi-
zations, however.

The approximate 80% statistical confidence interval estimates of
the component D-values were also calculated, using existing
Monte-Carlo routines in CORE. As expected, they are much larger
than those from RECORD processing. Typically, the results were
of the order of 5% of the corresponding component’s D-value.

More importantly, there was also much statistical covariance in
between extracted components in a full 4-exponential CORE analy-
sis. That is particularly evident in DOSY-type displays (not shown
here) corresponding e.g. to the data analysis in row one of Table 1.
Although there were dominant contributions at the true combina-
tions of chemical shift/frequency channel and D-value, crosstalk
between various component contributions was like 10–30%. That
makes signal component attribution attempts via DOSY-type
results displays virtually meaningless. In the RECORD-type analysis,
or in a manual isolated region CORE analysis using single
exponentials, the situation is obviously very different indeed, as
seen in Fig. 3a.
x and y axes, as compared to widespread DOSY conventions) of the data from (a)
ps, an artificial Gaussian bandshape component of 1% width at half height has been
tribution of the RECORD results (a) and for clarity considerably less than the wide



Table 1
List of CORE and SCORE 4-parameter fitting results (D:s are given in 10�11 m2 s�1).

Type D1 D2 D3 D4 Time/s

COREa 0.95 (1.00) 1.46 (1.50) 1.96 (2.00) 2.71 (2.50) 380
COREb 0.95 1.52 c 2.50 500
SCOREa 1.04 c c 2.56 10
SCOREb 1.04 c c 2.56 12

a Using RECORD-based starting values (almost exact; given in parenthesis in row
1).

b Using arbitrary approximate estimates as starting values (see text).
c Diverged to high or low D-value, with very small fitting amplitude.
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As also summarized in Table 1, the SCORE-based algorithm is
considerably faster throughout than the original CORE implemen-
tation, for which multi-component analyses steeply become quite
time-consuming, SCORE-type computing time seems almost inde-
pendent of the number of components, but at one or even two
components they are similar from any practical point of view.

Finally, note that CORE processing of the present data set in-
volves a quite demanding direct four-component analysis of rather
noisy data. The underlying fitting complexity here is actually on
the borderline of what unguided and unsegmented CORE/SCORE-
type data extraction can handle. Contradictory to earlier findings
and statements [14,16], the original CORE procedure happens to
perform more reliably here than its SCORE-variant, however.

From an algorithm point of view on should note that there is no
actual difference between the original CORE one and the SCORE-
type modification. As already mentioned in the Introduction, the
original CORE analysis uses a numerical brute-force approach in
the inner loop least-squares bandshape optimization at a given
set of D-values from the outer loop least-squares D-value optimiza-
tion. The SCORE-variant replaces the inner loop spectral amplitude
least-squares iteration cycle with an equivalent matrix division
solution. Although computer-intensive as well, the latter approach
is faster, and dramatically so for many spectral components [20].
And for the particularly demanding data set here the differing out-
comes of the two types minimizations are likely just coincidal.
6. Conclusions

It is demonstrated that very robust and reliable spectral compo-
nent separation can be achieved in seconds of computing time
through the RECORD procedure in a high-resolution situation, even
at low signal/noise.

The RECORD processing approach is evidently not directly
applicable to spectral data sets with a higher degree of spectral
overlap, but RECORD results and region identifications do serve
as rather optimal starting value estimates for some subsequent full
CORE analysis. With a more ‘‘intelligent” region identification algo-
rithm than the simple-minded one in the present implementation,
the direct applicability of the RECORD processing approach is con-
siderably extended above the processing example in the present
paper. Versions 4c and later of CORE (September 2010) do have
provisions for external interfacing with GUI-interactive Matlab�

procedures for this purpose, and for indicating spectral regions
that are less well described by mono-modal diffusion (as in the
RECORD-type analysis) than others.
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